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Abstract 

And drown the wakeful anguish of the soiil is a composition for chamber 

ensemble of thineen performers. It is scored for flute/piccolo. clarinet. bass ciarinet, two 

homs. percussion, piano. elecuic guitar. two violins, viola, cello and contrabass. The 

piece comprises thirteen variations on a musical idea which, although never explicitly 

stated, is reflected in every aspect of the work. The cornposed omnipresence of this idea 

is inrended to impose hornogeneity upon the variety of its manifestations. 

Résumé 

And drown the wakeful anguish ofthe sou1 est une oeuvre pour une ensemble de 

chambre de treize musiciens. Elle est composée pour petite filite, clarinette. clarinette 

basse, deux cors. percussion. piano, guitare électrique, deux violons, alto. violoncelle et 

contrebasse. Cette pièce comprend treize variations sur une idée musicale qui. quoique 

jamais ostensiblement exprimée, est présente dans chaque aspect du morceau. 

L'omniprésence agencée de cette idée a pour but d'imposer une homogénéité sur la 

variété de ses maintes manifestations. 
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Introduction: Music as Object 

And drown the wakeful angitish of the sou1 was borne of my desire to create a 

musical object, (with the attendant hope that it rnight prove cathartic for me, the subject). 

Because the idea of music-as-object is f'undarnental to my conception of the piece but 

open to various interpretations, the term "object" should be undentood in the context of 

this particular work. An ever elusive term, "object" acquires a vagueness through its 

very familiarity; to detemine what a musical object is, one rnust distinguish it from what 

it is not. 

A musical object stands in contradistinction to a musicai process. Whereas a 

process is transformationai, discretely moving from one state to another. an object 

represents a single state, with no tendency of change. A musical object could be 

understood as a "snapshot" of a particular arrangement of compositionai matter, while a 

musical process is more Iike a motion picture or "film" of the evolution of that matter. 

"Snapshot" and "film" can be distinguished from one another by differences in dynamic 

levels, where a higher dynamic level reflects a p a t e r  degree of change. The static nature 

of a "snapshot" contains a lower degree of change when measured against the continuai 

movement of a "film". Similarfy, the musicai object is relatively less dynamic than the 

musicai process. The distinction is not absolute, as ail music unfolds over tirne and 

therefore involves some degree of change. But the idea of object, a capnired image in 

which al1 constituent parts are present at a single point in time, foms the poetic foundations 

of this composition. 

The image of a physical object is visual expenence retained upon the mind's eye. 

This image, when spstially manipulated by the mind, can be ~ e d  and viewed from any 

side, creating a series of "snapshots" of one object as seen from severai perspectives. For 

example, one c m  imagine a (three-dimensional) pynmid with a black base and sides 

colored yellow, red and blue. The mind could then rotate this image so that only the yellow 



side would be visible, or the red side; it could be viewed from above where al1 three sides 

would be seen, or viewed from below to reveal its black base. 

And drown the wakefil angrdish of the soul [hereafter referred to as drown] 

bonows this technique of contemplating an object from severd perspectives. but 

substitutes an aunl object for the visual one. As the composition unfolds, this initiai, 

"static" object, in which dl constituent parts are present, is considered from many different 

perspectives: these successive "snapshots" disclose its myriad aspects. 



The Composition: Material and Form 

Example 1 

The primai musicai object in drotvn is the harmonic progression shown in Exampie 

1. Every event in the composition reflects some aspect of this object and should be 

undentood as re-presenting it in û different light or with particular features emphasized. As 

the fundamental source for al1 compositional decisions, the object in Example I determines 

the ovenll structure of the piece and the orgmization of pitch. meter. duntion and 

orchestration. In describing the fonn of the composition and in the subsequent andysis, 

this example will be referred to as the model against which al1 reproductions are to be 

Example 2 

1 , SLOW , FAST . 



The entire work is organized according to three different but CO-existent formal 

plans, each of which is audible and intended to convey a perceivably coherent wholeness. 

Stated CO-tempordly are a thirteen-part form (as a series of variations), a four-part form (as 

a composition in four movernents) and a two-part form (as a statement and its retrograde). 

Each of these foms is a view of the initial musical object expanded to the dimension of 

structural design. 

As a senes of variations, drown trem the primd musical object [see Ex. l] as a 

hmonic progression which appears in thirteen different redizations (and is thereby 

somewhat akin to a chaconne). By referring to the hmonic progression contained within 

the object, 1 meûn to stress the syntax established and maintained in this sequence of 

chords. No deviation is made in the ordering of the thirteen two-, three- or four-pitch 

subsets: they appear either in the original sequence (1 - XEi) or in the retrograde of that 

sequence (XII - 1). Each of the variations presents a transposed version of this chord 

progression, wherein the interval structure of the originai is rnaintained but the pitchclasses 

change. As a reflection of the original object. the thirteen variations are transposed to 

correspond to the thirteen successive pitch-classes in the uppermost (soprano) line of 

Exarnple 1. This cm be seen by comparing Example 2 to Exarnple I : the transpositional 

layout of the variations (C-B-A-F-B-C-WE-G-F#-F-E-D#) [see Ex.21 precisely matches 

the succession of pitchclasses in the soprano line [see Ex. l ]  and could be understood as a 

"composing-out" of that voice. The variations, indicated by double bar lines in the score, 

are describeci in detail under the analysis section of this text. 

The thirteen variations are organized into four successive movements according to a 

structural feature of the original musical object The phrase markings in Exûmple 1 divide 

the series of thirteen chords into four srnaller units and thereby reflect my original 

conception of this object as a sequence of chords comprising four srnail phrases. This 

four-part division is projected ont0 the ovedl form of drown and articulated by ciifferences 

in tempo and orchestration. The four movements are generally characterized as SLOW 



(ban 0-82). FAST (bars 83- 197), CADENZA (bars 198-2 17). SLOW (bars 21 8-3 1 1). 

The number of variations within each movement corresponds to the number of chords 

within each phrase of Example 1, so that the following description represents both the 

ovedl form of the composition and the structure of the initial object: 

1" movement/phrase = 3 variations/chords 

2& movement/phme = 3 variations/chords 

3d movement/phrase = 2 variations/chords 

4'%ovement/phnse = 5 variations/chords 

The resulting sequence of real numbers: 3-3-23. which is a leanire inherent to the original 

musical object. is the seed from which al1 duntions, metrical smctures. note-groupings 

and phrases in the composition are developed: exactly how this is done is revealed in the 

analysis below. 

As stated above, the division of the piece into four movements is articulated by 

differences in tempo and orchestration. The differences in tempo iire uansrnitted by al1 the 

instruments of the ensemble, but the definition of movements through orchestration is 

determined primarîly by the use of the guitx Within each movernent. the guitu iis not 

heard in the first subsection (i.e., variation) of the that movernent. but entes with the 

succeeding variation and is active for the remainder of the movement. In so doing, the 

guitar rnirnics the role of a soloist in a classical concerto: it enters after the "orchestral tuai" 

initiates the movement, and consequently, its absence signals a new movement. An 

exception to this procedure occurs in the third movement (beginning at bar 198). which is a 

cadenza-like passage for the guitarist. At this point. it is the absence of the ensemble which 

functions to define the movement, as opposed to the absence of the guitrir. The cadenza- 

Like passage also functions as the central subsection of the composition and is thenby the 

apex to a statement-and-retrograde design: the last of the three formai plans which CO-exist 

in drown. 



The symmetrical design of the thirteen variations is meant to effect 

comprehensibility through repetition of materiai: the first six variations are repeated in 

reverse order as the last six variations (with the cadenza-Iike seventh variation dividing the 

two groups of six subsections). 

Example 3 

In such a fomd plan, variation 1 corresponds to variation 13, variation 2 to variation 12, 

variation 3 to variation 1 1, and so forth as shown in Exarnple 3. But the variations do not 

recur without alteration. Because the requirements of repetition had to be reconciled with 

the requirements of variation form. the second group of six variations are essentially 

variations upon the earlier variations to which they correspond. In each of these latter six 

variations, certain elements of the corresponding, formerly-stated variation are maintained 

(to aid comprehensibility), while other elements are altered (to prevent redundancy). 

The following analysis describes the thirteen subsections of the composition as they 

function to define the three co-temporal formal plans outlined above. E x h  of these 

subsections could be considered a "snapshot" of the musical object in Example 1. The 

perspective acquired from these multiple views reveds aspects of the object that would 

rernain hidden in profile. 



Analysis 

As a series of variations. this work presents thirteen facets of the original musical 

object shown in Example 1. Each variation focuses on particular features of that object and 

forms a unique mangement of its constituent parts. Although the object is never explicitly 

stated, its thread runs through every inch of the musical fabric. 

Variation One: bars 1-35. 

The first variation uses the harmonic progression inherent to the original object as 

the basis for a four-part chorale. which serves to introduce the entire composition. (To 

facilitate wnting in four voices, the pitch-class C was added to al1 chords which have three 

pitch-classes in the original progression. thereby creating thirteen uniforrn four-voice 

subsets; in chord II. which has only two pitch-classes. both pitch-classes were doubled. 

The resulting incnased concentration of the pitch-class C aiso helps to define the 

transposition of the variation.) 

Example 4 



As Example 4 shows, the entire (thirteen-chord) progression is repeated four times 

over the course of the first variation, with each repetition defining a successively expanding 

range and cornprising different voicings of the four-note subsets. The differences in 

voicing are determined by rearrangements of the four lines which make-up the fiat 

staternent of the chonle-style setting (somewhat like quadruple invertible counterpoint). 

The voice Iabeled "CF" in Example 4 is taken from the soprano line in the original object 

[see Ex.11. This line is first heard in the bass voice of the four-part texture and, with each 

successive repetition, rises through the tenor and alto voices to findly arrive in the soprano 

with the fourth statement [see also bar 271. As this line moves up through the voice-parts. 

the lines that are transferred to positions below it retain their pitch-class succession but 

become increasingl y disjunct. 

Six instruments in the ensemble perform this "chorale" : flutelpiccolo. clarinet, bass 

clarine& viola, cello and contrabass. Because six instruments realize a four-voice texture, 

there are fiequent changes in the instrumentation throughout this variation. The changes in 

orchestration coincide with the sub-phrases in the original harmonic progression, and 



therefore follow the pattern: 3 chords, 3 chords, 2 chords, 5 chords. These divisions are 

indicated in Exarnple 4 with dark vertical lines. 

The duntions of the pitches comprising the chorale are also deterrnined by the 

number of chords in the four sub-phrases of the original harrnonic progression [see Ex. II, 

This series of nurnbers, 3-3-2-5, undergoes a permutation whereby the four digits are 

arranged into every possible ordering. The permutation yields twelve different, four-digit 

sets, which could also be stated as a series of forty-eight single digits. This series of fony- 

cight r d  numbers was then "laid-over" the senes of fifty-two chords which rnake-up the 

first variation, with the difference of four units remedied by a repetition of the original four- 

digit set: 3-3-2-5. The entire series of thirteen four-digit sets is: 3-3-2-5.3-3-5-2. 3-2-3-5, 

3-2-5-3, 3-5-3-2, 3-5-2-3, 2-3-3-5, 2-3-5-3. 2-5-3-3, 5-3-3-2, 5-3-2-3, 5-2-3-3. 3-3-2-5. 

In this variation, these numben are translated to durationai values where each digit 

represents a quantity of eighth notes: 3 = a dotted quarter note (three eighth notes), 2 = ;i 

quarter note (two eighth notes) and 5 = a haif note tied to an eighth note (five eighth notes). 

A second group of instruments, consisting of two homs and two violins, is used to 

accompmy the chorale. In the first statement of the chord progression (bars M), only one 

hom is used in this capacity. But with each succeeding repetition of the progression. 

another instrument frorn the accompaniment group is ûdded so that by bar 27 al1 four 

players are heard with the six instruments playing the chorale matenal. The graduai 

increase in the number of active instruments. and the continually expanding range of the 

chorale culminate in the climax in bars 32-35. This climax coincides with end of the 

progression of fifty-two chords and the seties of fifty-two durational values. thereby 

exhausting the materiai of this subsection and closing the variation. 

Variation Two: bars 4 1-6 1. 

The second variation is built around the four-pitch subsets derived in the fmt 

variation and shown, arranged as descending lines and transposed to B. in Exarnple 5. 



The series of thineen four-digit numencd sets used in the first variation is used also in the 

second variation to determine the duntion of each pirch. This numericd series appears. in 

Example 5, above the pitches to which it corresponds-the nurnbers representing the 

quantity of eighth notes for which each pitch is sustained. The resulting materiai forms the 

core of the variation, and is performed by the second violin and the viola. The second 

vioiin plays the material exactly as it appears in Example 5; the viola plays a slightly 

different version of this material wherein the order of the four members of each subset is 

shifted. For example: in the first subset (hamiony = the violin plays the pitch-classes B- 

G - W B  while the viola plays D#-B-B-G one octave lower. The simultaneous staternent of 

two orderings (1-2-3-4 and 341-2)  is repeated for each of the thirteen subsets. and 

sounds somewhat like a canon. There are three additionai layers of materid added to this 

centrai core, these are reaiized by the guitar, the ce110 and the first violin (imitated by the 

contrabass). 



Example 6 

As can be seen in Example 6. the attack points in the guitar part coincide with every 

attack in the second violin and viola The pitch-classes in the guitar part form the 

complement of the pitch-classes sounding in those two instruments. so that d l  four pitch- 

classes of each subset in Example 5 are present at every moment. The pitch-classes 

assigned to the guitar are then arranged in descending and acending lines which cover the 

range of the instmment. 

The materid in the cello also coincides with attack points in the second vioiin and 

viola parts. Whenever the violin or viola piays a pitch having a duntion of five eighth 

notes, the cello plays those pitch-classes which form the complement in the four-member 

subsets. 

The other active string instruments in this variation (first violin and contrabnss) play 

an augmented and transposed version of the soprano line of the original musical object [see 

Ex. 11. The first violin plays each successive pitch-class of that line with each successive 

harmonic change in variation two, which coincide with the high points in the four-pitch 

subsets played by the second violin; the bass imitates the first violin, and its attack points 

coincide with the high points in the four-pitch subsets played by the viola 



The wind instruments in this variation articulate the beginnings of each of the four 

sub-phrases cornprising the original musical object. and are found therefore at harmonies 1 

(bar 41). IV ( b u  43, W (bar 50) and IX (bar 54). The second variation cornes to a close 

ai bar 6 1. and is followed immediately by variation three. 

Variation Three: bars 62-82. 

The third variation is based upon the sarne principle of construction as the second 

variation. but represents a more complete realization of that idea and utilizes a different 

famiiy of instruments. 

Example 7 

The bais  for this variation is again the harmonic progression of thirteen four-pitch-class 

subsets coupled with the numericd series of thirteen four-digit sets. But in this variation 

the matenal is transposeci to A and performed by wind instruments. 

The wind instruments that form the core of this variation al1 play the subsets of 

Example 7. but each begins on a different member of the subset and thereby presents a 

different ordering of those members according to the following scheme: 

Fiute: begins with the first member. 

Clûnnet: begins with the second rnember. 

Bass clainet: begins with the third member. 

Hom: begins with the fourth member (the resulting hom line is then divided between both 



This circular permutation effects a sirnultaneous statement of four difTerent orderings of the 

members of each su bset: 1-2-3-4,2-3-4- 1 , 3 4  1-2,4- 1-2-3. 

In this variation, these instruments do not sustain the pitches for the duration 

specified by the corresponding real numbers. As in variation two. the numbers are used to 

determine the distance between attack points, but the pitches are sustained only for one 

quarter note; this technique lends a new guise to previously heard material and allows the 

playen to breathe. 

The other active instruments in this variation complement the wind instruments. 

The guitar realizes the fundamental thirteenîhord progression in lines that ascend anew 

with each change of harmony. The strings in this variation, like the wind instruments in 

the second variation. articulate the beginnings of each of the four phrases comprising the 

original musical object and are found thenfore at harmonies 1 (bar 67). IV (bar 66). W 

(bar 7 1) and IX (bar 75). This variation. and the fint movement, reûch their common end 

in bar 82. 

Variation Four: bars 83- 134. 

The core of the fourth variation sprhgs from the coupling of the series of fifty-two 

real numbers used in the first three variations with a new version of the thirteen-chord 

hannonic progression upon which the entire composition is based. 

Example 8 



Example 8 shows how a series of fifty-two dyads was derived from the series of fifty-two 

pitch-classes used in variations two and three. This newly-derived series of dyads Forms 

the core of the fourth variation. and is perfomed by the two violins. As in the edier  

variations, the series of fifty-two real numbers is applied directly to this series of pitches-- 

each real number representing the quantity of eigbth notes for which a dyad is sustained. 

The tempo in this variation is faster however, and meter changes facilitate the entrances of 

other instruments. 

Around the violins, different pain of instruments enter and exit according to a plan 

that corresponds to the Stream of continuûlly changing durations. In this variation there is a 

change of harmony with every four bars, and the entire thirteen-chord progression (of the 

original musical object) is therefore cwied-out over the course of fifty-two bars. Each of 

these four-bar segments comprises a unique arrangement of the four-digit set: 3-3-2-5, 

according to the permutationai procedure described above under variation one. Each four- 

bar segment therefore contains four memben: two "3s." one "2" and one "5." the order of 

which is constantly varied. To each of these numerical members is assigned a particular 

pair of instruments w hich then corresponds to that member throughout the variation: these 

instruments play whenever their "number cornes up." 

Exampie 9 is a partiai reproduction of my sketch for this variation, and shows 

which pair of instruments corresponds to each real number. The pitch-classes used in the 

instrument pairs form the complement to the pitchtlasses in the violins. so that the four 

pitch-classes of each subset are always present. However, the material perfomed by the 

flute and contnbass constitutes an exception to this: the flute doubles the pitchtlasses of 

the second violin, the contrabas doubles those of violin one. Because variation four 

hnctions as the fint subsection of the second movement, the guitar is not utilized. The 

guitar reenten the musical fabric at bar 135, with the start of variation five. 
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Variation Five: bars 1 35- 184, 

The fifth variation employs the same blueprint as variation four, but seved 

instruments are assigned different roies and a more fi uid figuration &ers the façade of the 

basic harmonic progression. The series of fifty-two dyads, perfocmed by the violins in the 

preceding variation, qpears here in the guitar part and again forms the con of the 

structure. Around this core are myed  the other instruments of the ensemble according to 

a scheme that reflects the real number series used in al1 preceding variations. 



As in variation four, thirteen four-bar hmonic  units restate the hannonic 

progression basic to the entire composition. The gmupings of descending eighth notes 

found in the clarinet, bass clarinet, second violin, viola and cello are linear reltlizations (or, 

"arpeggios") of each harmony in that progression. Each of these five instruments is 

assigned a particular location in the four-bar unit: the viola and ce110 play on the first 318 bar 

of every unit. the clarine[ and bass clarinet play on the second 3/8 bar of every unit, and the 

second violin plays on the 518 b u  of every unit. The piccolo, contrabass and vibraphone 

are placed in the Y8 bar of every unit and reflect different features of the original musical 

object: the vibraphone part contains each chord of the thirteenîhord progression, and the 

piccolo and bass reproduce the soprano line oPExample I (trmsposed to B). 

The material in the fint violin is also derived from the soprano line of Example 1: it 

sounds each successive pitch-ciass of that line with each successive four-bar unit of 

harmony. The two homs also articulate the beginnings of these four-bar units, and are 

heard with each change of hmony.  This version of the origind object reaches its end in 

bar 184. to be succeeded by mother variation. 

Variation Six: bars 185- 197. 

The prima1 musical object of drown shines through the sixth variation more clearly 

than in any other variation. The object appears in the piano part, in the guise of original 

idea: a sequence of thirteen harmonies with no deviation from the voicing or transposition 

of the archetype. Upon either side of this object stand reflected images which, like nys of 

sunlight bouncing from the ripples of a lake, reproduce the undulations of the surface in 

different forms. 

The glockenspiel sounds another version of the hannonic progression, and like the 

vibraphone part in the preceding variation, its attack points coincide with the positions of 

the mernber "2" in the permutation of the fourdigit set: 3-3-24 used throughout the piece. 

The series of fi@-two real numbers (resulting from the permutation) contains thirteen 



instances of the member "2." When the entire series of numbers is fitted to the fifty-two 

quarter notes chat comprise this variation, the member "3" fails once into each of  the 

thirteen 4/4 bars of this subsection and therefore, so does the glockenspiel. 

The senes of fifty-two dyads found in variation four (in the violins) and variation 

five (in the guitar) is used again in variation six as the basis of the guitar part. The 

prominent and somewhat virtuoso guitar writing in this variation effects a smooth transition 

to the cadenza-like passage of the next variation. 

Variation Seven: bars 198-204, 

The seventh variation recasts the original musical object as an unaccompanied solo 

passage for guitar, beneath which the contrabass drones the pitch-class to which the object 

is transposed. 

Example 10 reproduces this passage and shows the hamonic foundation upon which it is 

based: the harmony consistently changing with each quarter note. When the end of the 



progression is reached (bar 20 1, first quater), a retrograde version of the same materiai 

follows and completes the variation. The use of retrograde here is one of only two 

passages in the entire composition that revene the progression inherent to the original 

object (1 - Xm) and utilize its retrogression (Xm - 0; the other passage constitutes the 

eighth variation, which functions as the second subsection of this movement. 

The progression and retrogression that constitute variation seven form the apex of 

the syrnmetricd layout of the thirteen variations in clrown. From rhis point onward, the 

composition looks back upon itself and re-presents the first six variation in reverse. 

Variation Ekht: bars 205-2 17. 

The eighth variation corresponds to the sixth variation and retains many of its 

distinguishing charactenstics. The most important difference between the two however, is 

that variation eight is based upon the retrograde (XI I I  - 1) of the harmonic progression 

distilled from the original musical object, whereas variation six presented that progression 

in its original sequence (1 - Xm). Al1 the variations that follow variation eight restate the 

harmonic progression according to the original sequence of chords given in Example 1 (1 - 
XIII) . 

Variation Nine: bars 2 18-243. 

The ninth variation functions as the first subsection of the fourth movement and 

corresponds to variation five. Like variation five, this variation is composed of many 

groupings of eighth notes denved from the harmonies of the original musical object; but the 

ninth variation acquires a new character with its slower tempo and different arrangement of 

constituent parts. 

This variation uses the series of fi@-two real numben (found throughout the piece) 

to genente a series of different groupings of eighth notes, where the quantity of eighth 

notes in each group corresponds to each real number in the senes. 



As Example 1 1 shows, each of these groupings of eighth notes has been assigned to a pair 

of instruments, and one instrument in each pair is delayed by one eighth note to mate a 

seamless texture. 

Above and below the Stream of eighth notes, the piccolo and contrabass articulate 

each change of hannony with pitches that comprise a transposed version of the soprano line 

from the original musical object. Those thirteen pitch-classes having been sounded. the 

variation cornes to a close at bar 243. 



Variation Ten: bars 244-256. 

The tenth variation corresponds to variation four and, despite the differences in 

surface appearance, shares the basic design of its predecessor. But wherecis the fourth 

variation is built of diirteen four-bar units where the meter of each bar corresponds to one 

rnember of the thirteen four-digit nurnerical sets basic to the composition, the tenth variation 

is built of thineen one-bar units where each eighth note (in these 2 4  bars) corresponds to a 

rnember in the numericd series. Variation 10 could be understood thereby as a condensed 

and more homogeneous version of variation four: condensed, because what occurs over the 

course of four bars in the founh variation occurs here in one bar; more homogeneous, 

because the meter is uniform throughout this variation. 

The instrumental pairings found in the fourth variation are retained here and appear 

in the same sequence, with each eighth note of variation ten corresponding to each bar of 

variation four. For example. the succession of instruments in bar 245: violalcello, 

clarinet/bass darinet, horns one and two, piccoIo/contnbass precisely matches the 

succession in bars 87-90. The only differences in the orchestration of these corresponding 

variations are found in the guitar and violins. 

In variation four, a series of fifty-two dyads foms the bais of the violin pans; this 

series of dyads is found also in variation ten, but it is used here to generate the guitar part. 

The guitarist plays this senes of pitch-classes (transposed to F#, the pitch of the 

subsection) as a sueam of sixteenth notes that runs its course over the length of the 

variation. The strem of sixteenth notes is then subdivided according to a permutation of 

the numericd set basic to the piece: 3-3-24. Due to the large quantity of attacks in this 

Stream, the nurnerical permutation used in al1 of the preceding variations was inadequate 

and another h d  to be devised. The chailenge in devising another permutation was that it 

had to match the length of the sveam of sixteenth notes and aiso be essentidly related to the 

original musicd object. The solution 1 chose links a circular permutation of the original 

four-digit set with a circular permutation of the retrograde of that set: 



3-3-2-5, 3-2-5-3, 2-5-3-3, 5-3-3-2, 

5-3-3-3, 2-3-3-5, 3-3-5-2, 3-5-2-3. 

The sum of these thirty-two real numbers is equal to the quantity of sixteenth notes derived 

from the fifty-two dyads. and each digit corresponds to an accented grouping in the Stream 

of sixteenth notes. The accentuation is meant to enrich an otherwise monotonous Stream of 

attacks. 

Throughout this variation the violins trace the outline of the original musicai object: 

their matenal is denved from the soprano line in Exampie 1. With the end of that outline 

cornes the end of the variation, and a new picture is taken-up in the following variation. 

Variation EIeven: bars 257-277. 

The eleventh variation corresponds to variation three and initiates the slow descent 

to the end of the composition. This variation is based upon a transposed version of the 

thirteen four-pitch subsets used in the third variation and contains only slight deviations 

from its predecessor. 

The attacks in the wiods are organized according to the same plm used in variation 

three, but in the flute, clarinet and bass ciarinet these attach are embellished with 

"anticipations" of each succeeding pitchtlass. The guitrir part again unfolds as it did 

previously, but plays only the pitch-classes found in the thirteen four-pitch subsets that 

generate the wind parts. 

The strings sound the hamonic progression basic to the entire composition, and are 

cast in the voicing of the original musical object. The end of that progression bnngs the 

variation to a close, and the penultirnate variation follows. 

Variation Twet ve: bars 278-292. 

The twelfth variation conesponds to variation two and re-presents the musicd 

object in a fashion nearly indistinguishable from the earlier statement. The guitar is used to 



highlight each change of harmony with groups of three, two or five descending pitches, 

and is echoed by single wind instmments. In the final b a s  of this variation. the guitar 

reaches the end of its material and the beginning of the 1st subsection of drown. 

Variation Thirteeq: bars 299-3 1 1. 

The closing section of the composition, variation thirteen presents one statement of 

the harmonic progression in the guise in which it first appeared. Attendant upon this 1st 

view of the musical object. the second hom closes the space opened by the first hom in bar 

1, and extinguishes the light which made the object visible. 



Conclusion 

Music-as-object is a concept devised to reconcile potentially incompatible tenets of 

my compositional poetics. for my poetics request that an ideal work consist of a richly- 

varied homogeneity. This seeming paradox is resolved in drown by a use of the musical 

object that provides a focal point for multiple perspectives. Because every event in the 

composition reflects a facet of the original musical object, the object is present in every bar 

of the work, and thereby unifies the entire composition. And because the piece was 

conceived as a set of variations upon the material comprising the original object, the 

unifying idea assumes a new aspect with each su bsection. 

The task of repeatedly restructuring the same material was both the most 

challenging and most rewarding consequence of working with a musical object; for in rny 

most desperûte hours, when a dearth of invention threntened to abort the whole project, 1 

discovered my richest solutions and experienced rny most elevated States. By working 

with a musical object, this is precisely what I sought: to immerse myself in the Iabor of 

composition, and drown the wakeful anguish of the soul. 
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for chamber ensemble of thirteen performers: 

1 ilute/piccolo 
I clarinet in b-tlat* 
I bass clarinet in b-flat* 
2 horns in f* 

1 percussionist: 
luge sospended cyrnbiil, 
luge tam-tam. tubular bells, 
vibraphone, glockenspiel 

1 piano 

obbligaro electric guitar* * 

2 violins 
1 viola 
1 ceHo 
1 contrabass 

* ail instruments sound as written (unless clef indicates otherwise) 

** the guitar part requires the following: 
-an amplifier set on the "clean" channel (thnt is, with no distortion) 

a volume pedal capable of completely silencing the guitar's signal 
-power cords to connect the guitar to the volume pedai and amplifier 

any accidental applies only to the pitch it immediately precedes and oniy for that 
specific duration: if no accidental appears, assume natural 

the title is taken from line 10 of Ode on Melancholy, 18 19, by John Keats 

Duration: 1 1'30" 

Q Marcus Zagorski 1998 
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